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Five habits of successful investors
The power of investing to build wealth and achieve long-term goals has been

proven time and again. But not everyone takes full advantage. What separates

the most successful investors from the rest? Here are the five habits of successful

investors that we’ve witnessed over the years—and how to make them work for

you.

1. Develop a long-term plan—and stick with it

Tall tales about the lucky investor who hit it big on a stock idea may be

entertaining. But for most people, investing isn’t about getting rich quick, or even

making as much money as possible. It’s about reaching their goals – be they

owning a home, sending a kid to post-secondary education, or having the

retirement of their dreams.

Successful investors know that means developing a plan—and sticking with it.

Why does planning matter? Because it works.

A Fidelity U.S. study of 401(k) participants (a popular type of employer-sponsored

retirement plan in the U.S.) found that engaging in planning, either with a Fidelity

representative or using one of Fidelity’s online tools, helped some people identify

opportunities to improve their plans, and take action. Roughly 30% of the people

who took the time to look at their plan decided to make changes to their saving or

investing strategy. The most common change was to increase savings, with an

average increase of roughly 5% of pay.

People who planned tended to increase their savings rates

Savings increases shown are average values. The overall average savings increase is 5.1 percentage points for those who

changed their savings rate. All data based on Fidelity analysis of 12 million defined contribution active participants, including 1.4784870.1.0



million who used online guidance tools or spoke with a Fidelity guidance representative for the six months ending June 30, 2016,

and the actions those participants took in the 90 days following their guidance interaction.

A plan doesn’t have to be fancy or expensive. A sound long-term financial plan

can be developed with the help of a financial advisor.

By slowing down and focusing on your goals and making a plan, you are taking

the first and most important step toward achieving them.

2. Be a supersaver.

While lots of attention is paid to how much your investments earn, the most

important factors that determine your financial future may be how much and how

often you save.

In 2016, Fidelity in the U.S. completed the latest Retirement Savings Assessment,

to gauge the state of America's retirement readiness. After analyzing financial

information for more than 4,500 families, Fidelity found that on average, the single

most powerful change that millennials and generation X could make to improve

their retirement outlooks was saving more. For workers closer to retirement, a

combination of delaying retirement and saving more would have made the

biggest difference, on average.1

How much should you save for retirement? Fidelity suggests putting aside at least

15% of your income each year for retirement. "While you can’t control the

markets, how much you save is in your control,” says Peter Bowen, Vice

President, Tax and Retirement Research. “Start as early as you can – the earlier,

the better, and develop important habits to help achieve your long-term financial

goals – save enough, and save consistently.”

3. Stick with stocks, despite volatility.

When the stock market tanks, it’s only human to want to run for shelter due to our

inherent aversion to suffering losses. And it can certainly feel better to stop putting

additional money to work in the market. But the best investors understand their

time horizon, financial capacity for losses, and emotional tolerance for market ups

and downs, and they maintain an allocation of stocks they can live with in good

markets and bad.

Remember the financial crisis of late 2008 and early 2009, when stocks dropped

nearly 50%? Selling at the top and buying at the bottom would have been ideal,

but unfortunately that kind of market timing is nearly impossible. In fact, a Fidelity

study in the U.S. of 3.9 million workplace savers found that those who stayed

invested in the stock market during the downturn far outpaced those who went to

the sidelines.

From the fourth quarter of 2008 through the end of 2015, investors who stayed in

the markets saw their account balances—which reflected the impact of their

investment choices and contributions—grow 147%. That’s twice the average 74%

return of those who moved out of stocks and into cash during the fourth quarter of

2008 or first quarter of 2009.2 More than 25% of the investors who sold out of

stocks during that downturn never got back into the market—missing out on all of



the recovery and gains of the last seven years.

If you are tempted to move to cash when the stock market plunges, consider a

more balanced, less volatile asset mix that you can stick with. Imagine two

hypothetical investors—one who panicked, slashed his equity allocation from 90%

to 20% during the bear markets in 2002 and 2008, and subsequently waited until

the market recovered before moving his stock allocation back to a target level of

90%; and another who stayed the course during the bear markets with a 60/40

allocation of stocks and bonds.

Panic can be pricey

As you can see from the chart below, the patient 60/40 investor significantly

outperformed the investor with the more aggressive 90% allocation to stocks who

pulled back his equity exposure radically as the market fell.3 Assuming a

$100,000 starting portfolio 20 years ago, the patient investor with the 60% stock

allocation would have averaged a 7.5% return, versus 5.5% for the impatient one.

In dollar terms, the difference after 20 years: $135,000.

Stay the course

Returns in chart reflects hypothetical portfolio outcomes from 1996-2016 using market returns. Stocks: S&P 500 Index return.

Bonds: Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index return. All return data above based on a starting wealth level of $100,000 with no

subsequent contributions or redemptions. Investor Portfolio: stock allocation was reduced from 90% of total assets to 20% of

total assets on Sep. 30, 2002 and on Dec. 31, 2008. and then the stock allocation was increased from 20% to 90% of total

assets on Mar. 31, 2004 and June 30, 2013 respectively. This adjustment in stock allocation reflects a consistent pattern of

401(k) plan participation behavior for participants in defined contribution plans administered by Fidelity Investments. Wealth

Reference Target Goal: proxy 7% compounded rate of return, chosen as a hypothetical goal that reflects an approximate

historical return for stocks and investment-grade bonds. Sources: Standard & Poor’s, Barclays Capital, Fidelity Investments, as

of Mar. 31, 2016.

4. Be diversified.

An old adage says that there is no free lunch in investing, meaning that if you

want to increase potential returns, you have to accept more potential risk. But

diversification is often said to be the exception to the rule—a free lunch that lets

you improve the potential trade-off between risk and reward.

Successful investors know that diversification can help manage risk—and their

own emotions. Consider the performance of three hypothetical portfolios in the

wake of the 2008—2009 financial crisis: a diversified portfolio of 70% stocks, 25%

bonds, and 5% short-term investments; a 100% stock portfolio; and an all-cash

portfolio (see chart below).



By the end of February 2009, both the all-stock and the diversified portfolios

would have declined sharply (50% and 35%, respectively), while the all-cash

portfolio would have risen 1.6%. Five years after the bottom, the all-stock portfolio

was the clear winner—up 162%, versus 100% for the diversified portfolio and

almost nothing for the cash portfolio—just 0.3%. But over a longer period—from

January 2008 through February 2014— the diversified and all-stock portfolios

were neck-and-neck: up 30% and 32%, respectively.

This is what diversification is about. It will not maximize gains in rising stock

markets, but it can capture a substantial portion of the gains over the longer term

with less volatility than just investing in stocks. That smoother ride will likely make

it easier for you to stay the course when the market shakes, rattles, and rolls.

Diversification helped limit loses and capture gains during the 2008

financial crisis

Jan. 2008

through

the market

bottom,

Feb 2009

Five years from

the bottom:

Mar. 2009–Feb.

2014

2008 to five years

from

the bottom:

Jan. 2008–Feb.

2014

All-cash
portfolio

1.6% 0.3% 2.0%

Diversified
portfolio

-35.0% 99.7% 29.9%

All-stock
porfolio

-49.7% 162.3% 31.8%

Source: Strategic Advisers, Inc. Hypothetical value of assets held in untaxed accounts of $100,000 in an all cash portfolio; a

diversified growth portfolio of 49% U.S. stocks, 21% international stocks, 25% bonds, and 5% short-term investments; and all

stock-portfolio of 70% U.S. stocks and 30% international stocks. This chart’s hypothetical illustration uses historical monthly

performance from January 2008 through February 2014 from Morningstar/Ibbotson Associates; stocks are represented by the

S&P 500 and MSCI EAFE Indexes, bonds are represented by the Barclays U.S. Intermediate Government Treasury Bond

Index, and short-term investments are represented by U.S. 30-day T-bills. Chart is for illustrative purposes only and is not

indicative of any investment. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

A good habit is to diversify among stocks, bonds, and cash, but also within those

categories and among investment types. Diversification cannot guarantee gains,

or that you won’t experience a loss, but does aim to provide a reasonable

trade-off of risk and reward for your personal situation. On the stock front,

consider diversifying across regions, sectors, investment styles—value and

growth—and size—small, mid- and large-cap stocks. On the bond front, consider

diversifying across different credit qualities, maturities, and issuers.

5. Focus on generating after-tax returns.

While investors may spend a lot of time thinking about what parts of the market to

invest in, successful investors know that’s not the end of the story. They focus not

just on what they make, but what they keep after taxes. That’s why it is important

to consider the investment account type and the tax characteristics of the

investments that you have.

Accounts that offer tax benefits, like RRSPs and TFSAs, can play an important



role in generating after-tax returns. Think about “account location”—how much of

your money to put into different types of accounts, based on their respective tax

treatment. Then consider “asset location”—which type of investments you keep in

each account, based on the tax efficiency of the investment and the tax treatment

of the account type. Consider putting the least tax-efficient investments (e.g.

bonds or interest-bearing investments whose interest payments are taxed at

relatively high ordinary income tax rates) in tax-deferred accounts like RRSPs and

TFSAs. Put more tax-efficient ones (e.g. equities or investments eligible for the

dividend tax credit or capital gains treatment) in non-registered taxable accounts

and consider using corporate class funds and T-SWP strategies (or T-Series) to

provide further tax advantages.

Corporate class funds have the ability to offer investors tax benefits, such as the

pooling of income and expenses and the favourable treatment of distributions, as

they are held within the corporation that treat all class funds as a single entity for

tax purposes.

T-SWP or T-Series strategies are designed to provide monthly, tax-efficient cash

flow for non-registered investments.

The bottom line

There is a lot of complexity in the financial world, but some of the most important

habits of successful investors are pretty simple. If you build a smart plan and stick

with it, save enough, make reasonable investment choices, and beware of taxes,

you will have adopted some of the key traits that may lead to investing success.

1. Data for the Fidelity Investments Retirement Savings Assessment were collected during August 2015 through a national online
survey of 4,650 working households earning at least $20,000 annually, with respondents age 25 to 75. All respondents expect to
retire at some point and have already started saving for retirement. Data collection was completed by GfK Public Affairs and
Corporate Communication using GfK’s KnowledgePanel®, a nationally representative online panel. The responses were
benchmarked and weighted against the 2014 Current Population Survey by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. GfK Public Affairs
and Corporate Communication is an independent research firm not affiliated with Fidelity Investments. Fidelity Investments was
not identified as the survey sponsor.

2. All data based on Fidelity analysis of 22,000 corporate defined contribution plans (including advisor-sold DC) and 13.6 million
participants as of December 31, 2015. Performance statistics for continuous participants from the fourth quarter or 2008 to the
fourth quarter of 2015. Roughly 1.5% of participants went to 0% equities during the fourth quarter of 2008 or first quarter of
2009.

3. Source: Fidelity Investments, “The Challenge of Identifying—and Adhering to—an Appropriate Level of Portfolio Risk,” June
2016.

Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

Stock markets, especially foreign markets, are volatile and can decline significantly in response to adverse issuer, political,
regulatory, market, or economic developments.

In general, the bond market is volatile, and fixed-income securities carry interest rate risk. (As interest rates rise, bond prices
usually fall, and vice versa. This effect is usually more pronounced for longer-term securities.) Fixed-income securities also
carry inflation risk and credit and default risks for both issuers and counterparties. Unlike individual bonds, most bond funds do
not have a maturity date, so holding them until maturity to avoid losses caused by price volatility is not possible. Lower-quality
debt securities involve greater risk of default or price changes due to potential changes in the credit quality of the issuer.

The commodities industry can be significantly affected by commodity prices, world events, import controls, worldwide
competition, government regulations, and economic conditions.

Changes in real estate values or economic conditions can have a significant positive or negative effect on issuers in the real
estate industry, which may affect your investment.

It is not possible to invest directly in an index. All indices indexes are unmanaged.

The S&P 500 Index is a market capitalization–weighted index of 500 common stocks chosen for market size, liquidity, and
industry group representation to represent U.S. equity performance.

The Dow Jones Wilshire 5000 is a market capitalization–weighted index of approximately 7,000 stocks.

The Barclays Capital Global Aggregate Bond Index is an unmanaged market value-weighted index representing securities that
are SEC-registered, taxable, and dollar denominated.

MSCI EAFE (Europe, Australasia, Far East) Index is a market capitalization-weighted index that is designed to measure the
investable equity market performance for global investors in developed markets, excluding the U.S. & Canada. Historical returns
for the various asset classes are based on performance numbers provided by Ibbotson Associates in the Stocks, Bonds, and
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Inflation (SBBI) 2001 Yearbook (annual update work by Roger G. Ibbotson and Rex A. Sinquefield). Domestic stocks are
represented by the S&P 500® Index, bonds are represented by U.S. intermediate-term government bonds, and short-term
assets are based on the 30-day U.S. Treasury bill. Foreign equities are represented by the Morgan Stanley Capital International
Europe, Australasia, Far East Index for the period from 1970 to the last calendar year. Foreign equities prior to 1970 are
represented by the S&P 500® Index.

Before investing in any mutual fund, consider the investment objectives, risks, charges, and expenses. Contact Fidelity for a
prospectus or, if available, a summary prospectus containing this information. Read it carefully.

Views expressed are as of the date indicated, based on the information available at that time, and may change based on market
and other conditions. Unless otherwise noted, the opinions provided are those of the authors and not necessarily those of
Fidelity Investments or its affiliates. Fidelity does not assume any duty to update any of the information. Investment decisions
should be based on an individual’s own goals, time horizon, and tolerance for risk.

Investments in smaller companies may involve greater risks than those in larger, more well-known companies.

Active and passively managed funds are subject to fees and expenses that do not apply to indexes. Indexes are unmanaged. It
is not possible to invest directly in an index.

Excess return: the amount by which a portfolio’s performance exceeds its benchmark, net (in the case of the analysis in this
article) or gross of operating expenses, in percentage points.
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